Globalization(s), privatization(s), constitutionalization, and statization: Icons and experiences of sovereignty in the 21st century

Judith Resnik*

What can democratic constitutional states offer that multinational corporations and global governance cannot? One answer, coming from recent decisions by courts in Israel and India, is policing and incarcerating, held to be activities that could not be constitutionally outsourced to third-party providers.

The articulation of an anti-privatization right is novel, but the activities it recognizes as belonging to the state have a long track record of distributing benefits across class lines to both public and private sectors. Police and prisons—along with courts as the conduits—are not often listed as “social rights” but ought to be, since they are government-provided services aiming to make both the citizenry and the state secure. The history of these services is a roadmap to statization, constitutionalization, privatization, and globalization, for the interactions among citizens, government, and third parties gave content to the roles of police, judge, and prison official. These actors in turn came to personify the state. During the twentieth century, constitutions and international conventions imposed new constraints on police, judges, and prisons when those subject to their authority gained recognition as rights holders.

Yet if institutions of surveillance, confinement, and control are the only obligatory relationships that governments have, democratic constitutional states distinguish themselves from corporate and transnational organizations solely through their unique capacity to legitimate the imposition of violence. For constitutional sovereignty to join privatization and globalization as sustaining twenty-first century metanarratives entails offering more than prohibition and punishment. To do so requires translating the great ambitions of the twentieth century—equality and dignity—into legible institutions with the gravitas associated with police, courts, and prisons. Other infrastructure functions need to be elaborated as state-based activities in which citizen and state partake and through which collective norms develop. Exemplary are postal networks, inscribed in some forty constitutions that allocate government responsibilities for or protect the confidentiality of the post. Yet, postal services are now also at risk of losing their identity as state-supported public platforms offering universal services within and across borders.

1. **“Itation”**

Globalization and privatization encode two grand metanarratives marking a new understanding of the status quo, even as the terms denote processes of change operating across diverse contexts. Because these words are proffered for essays honoring ten years of I-CON, the question turns to the relationship of globalization and privatization to the state—a locus of authority constituted by laws and institutions, by economic and cultural practices, by a territory delineating the parameters of its power, and by its own imagined community. The development of constitutionalism adds yet another layer, simultaneously authorizing state action while imposing constraints on how the state may govern.

"Itation" has become affixed to so many English words that it has lost the connotations it once had to mobilizing efforts aimed at producing state identity in the wake of colonization.1 In the twentieth century, "indianization" was used to describe the British policy of “increasing the number of native Indians elected to the legislature in India” so as to achieve a “transfer of authority to native citizens.”2 In the 1950s, the usage was reiteratied in "egyptianization" and "nigerianization," followed by "vietnamization" as the United States tried to enlist Vietnamese to continue anti-Communist efforts in Indochina.3 "Itation" likewise operates on the "private" and the "global" to capture the directionality of movements of power—acting on the "public" and the "national" to shift sets of activities and capacities away from the state (be it a constitutional government or not) to other venues. Private firms, crossing national borders, undertake some services (such as running prisons, policing, arbitrating, administering ports, supplying combatants, educating, providing housing or health services) that have been identified
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as activities of the state but are now sold to states by global enterprises advertising their services as more flexible and competent than those of governments.

Unlike the tidiness of delineated physical boundaries that marked the Westphalian era, privatization and globalization flow free from the limits of the material. Their interaction magnifies connectivity through shared operating modes crossing geographic boundaries. But who is shrugging what with whom? What identities are made and how are joint ventures formed? In contrast to constitutional states, globalization and privatization make the action anonymous and ambiguous, rendering opaque the mechanisms and outputs of the transfers. The new venues are not fully located, both because of the vagaries of what falls within the "private" and the "global" and the diffuse and sometimes limited access to information in these domains. Indeed, the large literature offering varying assessments of the novelty, import, utilities, and distributive impacts of privatization and globalization reads them (jointly and severally) as eroding the sovereignty of states while embedded in and produced through states.10 Privatization and globalization can be law-generated or law-approved (whether by executive order, legislation, treaty, contract, or grant); legal-institution building (producing a proliferating number of transnational organizations, drawing actors from nation states and the private sector); law-drenched (as in the development by private entities of transnational standards incorporated into national obligations); and the structuring of transnational constitutional systems, law-elusive (exemplified by enterprises crossing borders to escape regulatory regimes), and lawless (as in global terror and drug wars).10

As for the relationship to constitutions, "the global" has come to play a significant role in the discourse. Constitutions are posited to be both object and agent in debates about adaptation, isolation, engagement, pluralism, transplacement, homogenization, fragmentation, migration, universalism, and cosmopolitanism.11 Case law addresses questions of transnational constitutionalism, exemplified by the founding of I-CON, launched in 2003 "to fill a need created by the recent trend toward globalization of constitutional norms,"12 and reiterated in 2010 when I-CON's editorial "button" was passed.13

In contrast, privatization has not been much the topic of constitutional exchanges, and occasional efforts to seek judicial review to limit privatization have generally been rebuffed. "As one comparative (enlisted to oppose a constitutional challenge to a private prison in Israel) commented, functions that were "essential components of governance were matters of political, economic and social preference . . . properly, in a democracy, left to the choice of the electorate." Further, he opined, given the history of activities moving between government and the private sector, any essentialist quest into core government functions was ill-advised. A few decisions break the constitutional silence on privatization. One case, whose name (Academic Center of Law and Business v. Minister of Finance) gives no hint that its subject matter is privation, is issued in 2009 by Israel's Supreme Court.15 The Israeli Parliament had, in 2004, licensed a single private "prison" with 800 beds, managed
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A few other courts have dealt with challenges to privatization of services. For example, the German Constitutional Court required judicial oversight of the effects of privatization on workers who had been employed by the state. See Bundesarbeitsgericht [BVerfG] 1 BfR 17/4109, Jan. 25, 2011; http://www.bverfg.de/entscheidungen/201011021_bfr_174109.html. Other courts have rejected judicial review of privatization related to economic development. See, e.g., Delhi Science Forum v. Union of India and Another, AIR 1996 SC 1536 (rebuffing a challenge to a telecommunication policy permitting private sector entrants).
by a for-profit corporation that was required to report to and comply with government regulations. The litigation entailed a global constitutional exchange among private and state parties comparing the degree of the Israeli privatization to English, French, and American models. The corporation that had won the bid for the contract included investors from various countries, and the opposing parties professed statements from legal experts about the laws of France, South Africa, the United Kingdom, the United States, and the European Court of Human Rights.

The Israeli Supreme Court, in turn, undertook its own "comparative analysis" to address "the phenomenon of prison privatization around the world." After surveying diverse case law and political theories, the justices concluded that privatization was constitutionally noxious as a domestic matter, because the legislation chartering the prison violated prisoners' human dignity and liberty expressly protected by one of Israel's Basic Laws. The "novelty" of a constitutional "right against privatization" has already sparked commentary in the pages of 1-CIN.

What makes the decision worth re-engaging is not only what was banned (private entrepreneurs undertaking an activity that the court defined to be intrinsically violative of detainees' human rights), but what the decision suggests can be privatized—which is so much else the state does. The court styled its ruling as predicated on inmates' personal rights rather than on a structural analysis of what constituted the "hard core of sovereign powers" that could not be delegated to "private enterprises," even as the decision implicitly identified incarceration as just such a government function.

An explicit identification of another activity—policing—as one of the "essential state functions" that could not be delegated comes from the Supreme Court of India. In 2011, in Sunder v. Chattisgarh, that court held that the appointment by the State of Chattisgarh of "Special Police Officers" or "SPOs" (which the court called an "armed civilian vigilante group") departed to counter a "Maoist/Naizalite insurgency" infringed the constitutional rights of the individuals appointed, as well as the rights of others in society. Selecting under-educated "youngsters" to be SPOs diminished appointees' dignity, violated their equality by treating them less than state-employed police, and deprived them and others of liberty by putting all their lives in jeopardy.

The state had thus failed to fulfill its "positive obligations" to "protect the fundamental rights of all citizens, and in some cases even of non-citizens, and achieve for the people of India conditions in which their human dignity is protected and they are enabled to live in conditions of fraternity." The Indian court chastised Chattisgarh for permitting global corporate development of its natural resources and thereby exacerbating wealth disparities that fueled unrest. Chattisgarh's "policy of privatization" had "incapacitated itself, actually and ideologically, from devoting adequate financial resources in building the capacity to control the social unrest that has been unleashed." The court also expressed its "deepest dismay" that the Union of India had neglected its constitutional duties to oversee state-based policing. India's obligation to secure the safety of its citizenry (by "appropriately trained . . . and properly equipped" professional police) could not be "divested or discharged through the creation of temporary cadres with varying degrees of state control.

What is the appeal of locating services as "governmental"? A central conceptual challenge for centuries past was how to legitimate authority to pursue collective aims.

27 A "private" entity—the Academic Center of Law and Business, "acting as a public petitioner" (joined by a former member of the Israeli Prison Service and later by a prisoner) brought the facial challenge to a 2004 legislative enactment authorizing one private prison. Academic Center, supra note 14, ¶ 1 (Baltichs). This "private" law school is itself innovative, in that before the founding in 1994 of another such entity (the Interdisciplinary Center), legal education was only available through universities partially funded by the state, which capped tuitions. The litigant's constitutionality also reflects Israel's welcoming of "private" litigants who have standing to pursue such claims.

28 A.I.A Management and Operations, an Israeli corporation with non-Israeli investors, was "incorporated for the specific purpose of bidding." That corporation built a new facility near Sea-Shell for 800 prisoners after the decision, the building was sold to the Israeli Prison Service. See Richard Harding, State Monopoly of "Permitted Violation of Human Rights": The Decision of the Supreme Court of Israel Prohibiting the Private Operation and Management of Prisons, 14 PRISONER+S 81 (2012).

29 Jeffrey Jowell, asked by Israel's Minister of Finance, provided a "comparative perspective" on the "researched jurisdictions" of the United Kingdom, South Africa, the European Union, and the European Convention on Human Rights. See Jowell, supra note 14. He concluded that privatization of prisons did not, under the laws of those countries, confer a "core executive function on a non-state actor" or constitute an "affront to the human dignity and personal liberty of the prisoners." See id. ¶ 3, 7-11.
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32 ["[government powers ... involve] a continuous violation of human rights." Academic Center, supra note 14, at Introduction, ¶ 15, 21-22 (Baltichs). The Chief Justice also noted that, while the issues raised by other forms of privatization were not before the court, various functions, such as the appointment of a private person to prosecute, to enforce court judgments, and to staff facilities for the mentally ill, were "not so closely related to the manifestly sovereign functions of the state ... as that involved in the management and operation of a prison." Id. ¶ 32.
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40 Id. ¶ 73. The court limited the 2007 Chattisgarh Police Act by constraining the role of SPOs. The court also ordered that India stop providing support funds for improper use of SPOs, that the state retrieve the arms issued, and that the state directly provide adequate security. Id. ¶ 75.

A distinct question is the extent to which the government can impose on those whom it employs. For example, the United States Supreme Court has struck a state-law ban on non-citizens from becoming members of its bar while upholding a state law requiring public school teachers to be citizens rather than permanent resident aliens. Compare In re Griffiths, 411 U.S. 717 (1973), with Ambach v. Noricke, 444 U.S. 68 (1979).
When god and monarchy no longer sufficed, the provision of “peace and security” became a pillar of sovereignty, manifested through the development of administrative capacities to police, adjudicate, and punish. Democratic regimes offered another basis, popular sovereignty, in which the relationship between citizen and state licensed governmental imposition of violence on its own populations. Constitutions—democratic and not—codified both that authority and its limits.

Twentieth-century egalitarian movements, shifting the focus from nationalism to democratic self-governance, embodied another layer by reading obligations into old constitutions and writing new ones to include all persons, regardless of race, ethnicity, and gender, within the circle of rights-holders. Aspirations for states expanded, as constitutions elaborated a range of rights beyond security. India’s Constitution, for example, protects rights to education and access to legal aid; several of the constitutions in Central and South America elaborate environmental rights. But challenges of implementation and radical inequalities persist, posing renewed puzzles about how to legitimate collective action and expand opportunities across class lines.

Many tasks that have historically been associated with sovereignty—war-making, imposing taxes, and legislating—can be remote from wide segments of the population, either because the activities occur offshore, involve a small set of participants, are episodic, or are concentrated at a single site such as the one city in which a legislature sits. In contrast, the institutions on which sovereigns have relied to monitor and control—police, courts, and prisons—turn the abstraction of government into a material presence, personifying the state and demonstrating its capacity to provide goods and services—peace and security—that have utilities for the private as well as the public sector. Hence, a portion of this commentary is devoted to mapping how these activities helped to make the state, became artifacts of the state, and provided springboards for the development of norms about the state.

Through millions of exchanges, on street corners and inside courts and prisons, rules have been shaped expressing values about the relationship of governed and government. Practices in these institutions produce norms and ideologies that make words like “the police,” “the judge,” and the “prison warden” intelligible and laden with behavioral expectations. In many eras, those rules authorized autocratic power; hierarchies of status rendered some individuals abused on the streets, marginalized in courts, and mistrusted in prisons, as the personages of police, judge, and custodian embodied inhospitable and often oppressive control.

More recently, democratic constitutions have added attributes modeling these state actors as accountable and constrained. Constitutional injunctions now frame the exchanges and require trained officials to treat individuals (suspects, detainees, litigants, witnesses) with dignity. Further, at the subconstitutional level, dense regulations (such as codes of criminal and civil procedure and police manuals) formalize and structure these interactions—even as the content of obligations remains the subject of intense disagreement and failures in practice are commonplace. New modes are also developing, captured by phrases such as “community policing,” “therapeutic justice,” and “residential correctional centers.”

The relationship between policing and state formation that turned the police officer into “the most visible representative of the state” has been charted, as have contemporary trends to privatize and to globalize policing. Here, building on other work and sketching the contributions made by both courts and prisons to state development, I seek to anchor an appreciation both for the longevity of these institutions as sources of experiences of sovereignty and for the novelty of their current constitutional obligations. I then turn to efforts to privatize these services and to the implications of insights that policing, adjudicating, and incarcerating are not constitutionally wholly delegable to the private and not wholly transferable to the global.

The insistence by the Supreme Courts of India and of Israel that private police and prisons violated each country’s constitution locates state identity in the discharge of obligations to staff particular institutions. Although not often characterized as “social rights,” police, courts, and prisons are government-provided services to be added to a list usually referencing rights to education, health, and work. These older social rights are embedded in the broader effort to generate a secure environment in which political and economic institutions can function and prosper. Police, courts, and prisons have come to seem so natural to government as to go unnoticed as requiring significant state commitments supporting daily services. The infrastructures that legislatures have funded to sustain these functions (with occasional interventions by Jacksons and oversight through executive officials) illuminate the ways in which content could be given to more recently crafted social rights. And these exemplars

34 See Steven P. Miltz, Police and Protest in England and Ireland, 1780–1850 at 6 (1988). Palmer attributed the rise of policing to fear of civil unrest; his account identifies the development of policing as a political effort to provide crowd, as contrasted with crime, control, Id. at 7–11; see also J.M. Botha, Policing and Punishment in Lorenzo 1660–1750 (2003).
36 See, e.g., Horka, supra note 32.
37 The distinction between global norms of human rights and their instantiation of national and local levels has been well mapped. The “global” may spawn its own police, courts, and prisons, but the scale and realities of material existence locate individuals in time and place and hence states (albeit not necessarily the ways they are configured) are likely to endure to provide these functions and (as I argue in this essay) many others. See generally, EMMA BENEDICT, DENSITY AS A VERSUS HUMAN RIGHTS IN TENSE NETWORKS (2011).
38 See generally, EXPLORING SOCIAL RIGHTS BETWEEN THEORY AND PRACTICE (Daphne Buresh-Stew & Aynel M. Gross eds., 2007).
prompt inquiry into what other infrastructure rights ought to be integrated into the political-social welfare activities of democratic states.

My argument is that these forms of identitarian interactions become state functions by placing them outside the purview of total third-party provisioning, even when, as the Israeli and Indian Supreme Courts exemplify, the decision to outsource may be the product of democratic decision-making. Other such rights need to be constructed—not essentialized but made—to enable individuals to experience democratic states as vital resources facilitating collective debate about the import of state identity and producing inter-generational benefits across class and racialized lines. The building of state and citizen relationships through experiences beyond Michel Foucault’s surveillance (even when disciplined by constitutional norms) gives states an identity predicated on more than control and offers individuals roles other than customers.

The challenges are many, including whether one can locate normative criteria to identify services that states must provide. By insisting it was based its ruling on the personal rights of detainees, the Supreme Court of Israel sought to avoid the difficulties—within a polity, let alone on a global scale—of articulating such criteria. Other constitutional jurists have likewise puzzled about whether to name a function as an “essential attribute” of government. So many activities have been and are a melting of public and private action that deciding when to apply the label “state action” spawns reams of doctrine. Even as we today speak of the “Dutch” and the “English” as colonial authorities, much of the exercise of that form of “sovereignty”—including policing, jailing, and courts—was undertaken by private, state-supported corporations, the Dutch and the English East India Companies.

My focus is therefore not on an empirical quest for the timeless “essence” of the state but on the normative question about what it is that we—in democratic constitutional polities—want to make in this century to be a function of the state, both transnationally and within a particular government. “Why a constitutional state”—might well be the retort and is certainly the challenge posed by globalization and privatization. An abbreviated response is that states continue to offer opportunities for self-governance; that, in the last century, democratic constitutional states have produced new rights to equality and dignity for sets of persons that were long excluded, and that constitutional states aspire to fair distributions of opportunity while also continuing commitments to personal liberty and security. This packet of concerns is not one on which globalization can deliver and in which privatization has any interest.

But this set of aspirations is relatively new and potentially fragile. Because the vitality of globalization and of privatization is now assumed, the burden of justification has shifted toward the state, in need of explaining itself as a desirable organisational form. The issue is whether the “constitutionalization” to which I-CON is devoted can offer a sufficiently robust competing or complementary ideology. To do so (and thereby to join privatization and globalization as twenty-first century metanarratives) requires more than insisting that the uniqueness of the constitutional state resides in prohibition and punishment.

What else is there? Constitutions, transnational conventions, and social practices are the resources to mine for richer accounts. Constitutions specify a host of aspirations and make legal commitments to which a state can be held, even as the content varies over time and implementation comes through “progressive realization” (to borrow the formulation from the South African Constitution). Thus, responses to the questions—what do constitutional states offer that multinational corporations and global governance cannot—come in part through the methods used by the Israeli and the Indian courts, intent on interpreting their respective constitutive laws in the context of transnational precepts and admonitions.

These rare cases on constitutional anti-privatization rights are radically ambitious and yet too sparse. These judgments insist on state provisioning, and hence on judicial implementation of this form of a social right. Because, in many social orders, the affirmative obligation to maintain peace and security through policing and prisons goes unfilled and leaves individuals and communities in jeopardy, judicial review (in the context of privatization and otherwise) is admirably innovative. But if policing and prisons, along with courts as the conduit, are the only venues in which state identity is expressed, then constitutional states distinguish themselves from corporate forms solely through their unique capacities to legitimate violence.

Policing, courts, and incarceration ought not to stand as the sole examples of functions so entwined with state identity and so personally experienced by individuals that they alone must be undertaken predominantly or exclusively by the state instead of by private intermediaries. Constitutional states need more collective problems to solve

38 The question of the degree of independence of member states of the EU to shape state identity was at issue in the German Constitutional Court’s decision in the Leisten Treaty. That court limited aspects of a policy—criminal law, police, military, fiscal policy, family, religious communities, school and education—as not to control individual member states that they were, absent agreement from the state, insinuated from EU overrides. See Bundesverfassungsgericht [BVerfG] 2 BvR 2108, June 30, 2009 ¶¶ 251–252, http://www.bverfg.de/sprachversion/artikel.php?ArtikelID=55300000600.html.


41 The aspirations for global citizenship and the distinction between constitutional subjects and subordinates are explored by Sulay Benhabib in her review of Michel Rosenfeld’s The Identity of the Constitutional Subject: Selfhood, Citizenship, Culture, and Community (2010). In 33 COOPER, L. BUY, 1889 (2012). My argument is not that the institutional activities are fluid, as is exemplified by debates about the relationship between member states and Europe, including the decision on the Economic Stability Plan. See, e.g., Bundesverfassungsgericht [BVerfG] 1 BvR 1390/12, Sept. 12, 2012, http://www.bverfg.de/sprachversion/artikel.php?ArtikelID=553020912_28et=1390112en.html.
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than regulating violence, and more institutional structures than police, courts, and prisons in which to express commitments to their values and to develop reciprocal relationships with their populations. My interest is in identifying other structural facets of governance that can be understood—either within a given nation state or transnationally—as entitlements to be appreciated for their collective utilities in producing identity for and affiliation to the constitutional state. I seek to underscore the non-conventional social rights of education, health, and housing from the status of outlier and non debate about whether they are subject to judicial enforcement or reliant on other means of implementation. I do so in part by sketching that state provision of services beyond self-defense is not a novel artifact of twenty-first century constitutions but longstanding. Police, courts, and prisons predate the nomenclature of "social rights" but all are in service of the right to security that contributed to and came to be embodied in state identity. Judicial involvement in these institutions (limited and not always efficacious) has also become commonplace.

A scan of other facets of constitutions locates examples of services such as transportation, public lands, and environmental protection that are also infrastructure activities through which individuals could experience themselves as part of a state, facilitating the growth of both individual and collective capacities. I close with a brief discussion of one, an obligation encoded in some constitutions and not often referenced under the rubric of rights (social or otherwise), to provide universal postal services and other forms of communication. Such services, found in old as well as new constitutions, exemplify state provisioning supportive of private and national agendas and expressive of government obligations to accord equal and respectful assistance.

Above, I added "ization" to the word constitutional—and thus joined others using the term to capture how constitutional precepts have become endemic within and beyond the state. The term marks the dynamic role of constitutions in identifying and protecting citizen-state relationships. I deploy "statization" as both a reminder of the recent lineage and of the continuing evolution of nation states. These words (awkward until naturalized, tucked into Google searches, and accepted by Microsoft's spellcheck) acknowledge the degree to which the state and its constitutional project are perpetually in motion, shifting understandings of what roles states do and can play in human flourishing.

The term statization is also a reminder that practices that were once private or transnational have become facets of states, either to be turned through political will into activities seen as intrinsic or to become optional. Police forces, courts, and prisons are central examples of state issues, expanded in girth and reach even as they came to be subjected to constitutional constraints. Chronicling the invention of these traditions prompts reflections about what other infrastructures could become emblematic so that monitoring and controlling populations will not be the only signatures of the state.

2. Statization: the development of domestic sovereign authority to adjudicate and punish

State coercion—violence—is at the core of the implementation of all judgments. Whether a remedial order puts a person in detention or requires contracts to be performed, money to be paid, assets transferred, families supported, or relationships severed, state-backed authority disrupts lives and businesses. Mapping the institutional expansion of state capacities to judge and to punish is one way to chart the development of the state, just as tracking the constraints imposed on courts and prisons through both national and transnational legal regimes illuminates the path of constitutionalization around the globe.

Adjudication and punishment are ancient artifacts of polities long replaced by new configurations. Rulers in Mesopotamia, Egypt, Palestine, Greece, and Rome all relied on public performance of their adjudicatory powers to generate capacity to impose order. The apparatus of adjudication was the daily counterpart of the more dramatic moments of sovereign creation through acquiring territory by conquest or conquest. Early adjudication was not free-form but located in terms of process and place, with roles assigned to disputants, witnesses, and jurors. The acts, performed before an audience, were recorded in clay, stone, and papyrus. These structured, public, interpersonal exchanges embedded fledgling sovereign powers. These interdependent communal activities were a form of what Joseph Manning described as "connective justice," referencing the aim in Egypt to bridge "divine and human worlds." The term can be generalized to reflect dispute resolution functions in anchoring affiliations among individuals and their rulers.

Parallel practices took place in medieval Europe, and some historians identify courts as the "first municipal governments," brought into being to protect markets and territories by deciding disputes and thereafter acquiring additional administrative

46. See The Invention of Tradition (Eric Hobsbawm & Terence Ranger eds., 1983).

47. The privatization debate about "outsourcing violence" has focused on the privatization of policing, criminal sanctions, and the military. See, e.g., Alto Herrd, Outsourcing Violence, 5 Law & Soc'y Rev. 395 (2011); Laura Dorfman, Outsourcing Work and Private Enforcement of Public Values in a World of Hypocritical Foreign Armed (2010); Sharon Dolovich, State Punishment and Private Prisons, 55 Duke L.J. 437 (2005); Shkumsky, Private Police, supra note 35. That "violence" ought to comprehend broader mechanisms by which the state imposes its authority.


50. Manning, supra note 49, at 114 (citing von Jan Armells, The Mind in Ancient Egypt (2002)).
functions. Material spaces—efforts to schematicize those localities—followed, and sovereign adjudication moved indoors. By the end of the twentieth century, European town leaders had constructed civic structures to augment the open-market squares, churches, and private residences used for communal business. A city's existence was marked through this "civic self-fashioning" by a town hall (or a town house, Rathaus, or civic palace) "clearly designed to dominate" its environs. Of course, state-based dispute resolution was never the only form; then (as now) private resolutions—through families, religions, and commercial alliances—were commonplace, albeit also dependent for enforcement (aside from self-help) on recognition from sovereigns gaining control over the legitimacy of violence.

Punishment was equally central to sovereigns' developing identities. Historians of medieval England describe "some kind of prison" as a "natural part of the equipment of every town," with such facilities "tucked away in the cellar or attic of every fifteenth century guildhall." But noxious smells, coupled with aspirations that town halls avoid associations with detention (and its metaphysical contamination), resulted in isolating incarceration in discrete structures—jails, built as short-term accommodations to house a variety of marginal people such as criminal defendants and debtors. Nomenclature reflects the diversification of sovereign services. Words such as "courthouse," "palais de justice," and "prison" were not then in the vocabulary, just as commerce, religion, adjudication, and government were not segregated activities. "Town halls," a term of art, sheltered both rooms for holding court and the set of weights that provided official standards for merchants. Separate, purpose-built structures designed for judges (lay or professional) to decide cases (courthouses) and for detainees to be housed for long terms (prisons) entered the language and dictionaries in the centuries thereafter.
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41 David Nichols, The Growth of the Medieval City: From Late Antiquity to the Early Enlightenment Century 141-145, 235-240 (1997) (surveying the "folklore" of the Low Country, the "aldermen" in Denmark, the "scalds" of the Low Country, the "junks and chevrons" in France, the "vis" or council in Germany and various other configurations of guilds, citizens, councils, and assemblies).
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Form follows not only function but also funds, and economic prosperity created opportunities for governments to do more. When communities could finance the building of monumental town halls, multiple-cell prisons, and pay for staff, wooden structures gave way (literally in some cases) to brick, stone, and metal. In the sixteenth century, the English Parliament, which relied more on incarceration than did some of its European counterparts, required houses of correction for every shire. Across the Atlantic and centuries later, the Congress of the United States began, after the Civil War, to fund buildings named "United States Court House" (often also "and Post Office"), and, in 1896, Congress chartered the construction of the first specifically federal prison.

During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the courthouse grew from a single-room building into the grand structures, now taken for granted as signatures of national governments. These buildings represented not only new forms of sovereignty but also the political clout of professionalizing specialists—architects, lawyers, judges, and municipal managers. The rules within courts and prisons reflected ideas about officials' roles and state–citizen relations. Courtrooms elevated the judge to a starring role on a bench, marked the growing authority of lawyers and administrators by situating them in front of a bar, welcomed jurors in jurisdictions authorizing their participation, and relegated the audience to areas in the back.

During the nineteenth century, the term "penitentiary" came into use. In France, Claude Nicolas Ledoux is credited with the "original idea" of building a prison "totally independent, Bentham proposed a method of implementation—the "Panopticon" (a circular structure with a control module in the middle), designed (but never built).
so that inmates could be observed, night and day, from the center. The Foucauldian nightmare was that inmates could never know whether or when they were seen—justified by Bentham as promoting self-discipline. ("The more strictly we are watched, the better we behave."") Bentham was also a proponent of "prisons run by private parties ("I would do the whole by contract"), whether for profit or not.

But Bentham's form of privatization was also empirically public, predicated on what he termed "publicity" that, in the context of prisons (and "of all public institutions") meant unlimited access to information about the institutions and open account books to enable the "great open committee of the tribunal of the world" to assess what transpired. Moreover, Bentham advocated surveillance not only of those subject to state detention but also of legislators and judges. ("Without publicity all other checks are insufficient: in comparison with publicity, all other checks are of small account.") Bentham therefore provided the bridge to popular sovereignty movements that reformed the practices of policing, courts, and prisons and that prompted the creation of other domestic and international institutions.

3. The constitutionalization of policing, detention, and courts

Just as courthouses are government structures now taken for granted, the attributes of modern adjudication are presumed to be intrinsic, as if courts have always been obliged to be open to the public, to be staffed by independent judges empowered to appraise the fairness of the rules under which they operate, and to offer equal access to all persons. Likewise, today, the idea that police must respect suspects' rights and that prisoners in public or private facilities must be afforded certain minimal conditions as a matter of human dignity seems ordinary, even if not regularly achieved in practice.

These strictures are, however, not natural but made—produced through political and social movements of the past three centuries. Thus, the sketch provided above of the development of statization through construction of the state apparatus of police stations, courts, and prisons needs to be complemented by a sketch of the global exchanges that transformed the interactions within each institution—"inventing constitutionally-constrained embodiments of state power."

During the Renaissance, the public was invited to watch spectacles of judgment and punishment. Yet, while witnessing power, the public was not presumed to possess the authority to contradict it. Over time, however, new theories of sovereignty altered the practices of adjudication and punishment. "Rites" turned into "rights," as aspects of adjudication became obligatorily public; judges became independent actors; and—in the last few decades—all persons became eligible participants and detainees gained the status of rights-holders.

The 1676 Charter of the English Colony of West New Jersey provided that "in all public courts of justice for trials of causes, civil or criminal, any person or persons... may freely come into, and attend." A century later, the new states in North America took this precept to heart, as the words "all courts shall be open," coupled with clauses promising remedies for harms to property and person, were reiterated in many of their constitutions. Those documents regulated how judges were to be selected, their terms of office, and their procedures, and the publication of opinions. States were required to make the service of dispute resolution readily available in local communities. The utilities were interactive, as courts embedded state identity by welcoming private parties seeking enforcement of agreements and protection of property.

The public's new access rights and authority to sit in judgment of judges and, inferentially, of the government, worked a radical transformation. As spectators became active participants (or "auditors" as Bentham described his goal that when presiding at trial, a judge was "under trial"), courts became one of many venues contributing to what twentieth-century theorists termed the "public sphere"—disseminating information that shaped popular opinion of governments' output. Courts were not only contributors to the public sphere but also become attractive venues when judges, who had been positioned as loyal servants, gained the status of independent actors, authorized to stand in judgment of the very power that endowed them with jurisdiction.

Litigation has long exemplified a substantial popular demand for state services. But it was only in the twentieth century that all persons gained rights to be in all the roles in courts—litigants, witnesses, jurors, lawyers, and (yet more recently) judges. Constitutional principles of equal treatment were read to entitle a host of claimants to be heard and treated with dignity, whatever their race, class, ethnicity, and gender. The public performance of citizen–state interactions served as a platform for conflicts about what rights governments ought to provide and how institutions had to treat individuals. In response, a mix of constitutional and statutory lawmaking
restructured family life, responded to household violence, reshaped employee and consumer protections, and recognized indigenous and civil rights.

Constitutional norms, iterated in national documents and going global through transnational conventions, also changed ideas about what courts had to provide. The phrase “a fair hearing” appeared in the twentieth century and became the touchstone for assessments of whether a particular criminal, civil, and administrative process met the demands of justice. The transnational codification of the 1966 United Nations Covenant on Civil and Political Rights summarized the newly egalitarian, and in that sense democratic, aspirations of adjudication: “everyone shall be entitled to a fair and public hearing by a competent, independent and impartial tribunal established by law.”

Data on usage rates provide a glimpse of the myriad of exchanges in which people encountered government employees; responsive (or impervious) to their needs. Numbers from the United States make the point. In the twenty-first century, state courts deal with some forty million civil and criminal cases (traffic, juvenile, and domestic relations cases aside) annually.10 Figures from Europe likewise show expanded use, tracking not only filings but also the growing investment of public and private resources in legal systems.11 High filing rates—often read as problematic—ought to be celebrated as markers of the degree to which governments, individuals, and corporate entities sought to enlist state help and believed they would be heard. Courts have also become channels to social services encompassing more than dispute resolution. The names—“mental health courts,” “family courts,” “veterans’ courts,” “drug courts”—capture efforts that build in social workers and mental health professionals so that courts can provide remedies broader than transfers of dollars or persons.

Expanded state capacities are likewise on display in the work of the criminal law—from policing to prosecutions to incarceration. The United States again provides one example.12 Between the 1930s and 1980, prison populations were relatively stable; by 1983, 440,000 people were incarcerated.13 But by 1997, the prison population had grown to 1.6 million,14 and within the decade, included more than 2.5 million people.

After the mid-20th century, courts of the United States and other American jurisdictions clarified the conditions of detention, consistent with their constitutional interpretation. These clarifications included the prohibition of cruel and unusual punishment, a principle that is central to the protection of human dignity. The term "cruel and unusual punishment" is found in the Eighth Amendment to the United States Constitution, which states: "Excessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual punishments inflicted." This principle has been interpreted by the Supreme Court of the United States to protect individuals from treatment that is degrading and inhumane.

The development of the concept of "private detention" during the 20th century was influenced by economic changes, technological innovations, and shifts in public opinion. The practice of prison privatization emerged as an attempt to reduce state expenditure on correctional services by allowing private companies to manage prisons. This approach was initially seen as a way to improve efficiency and reduce costs, but it raised significant concerns about the potential for increased risk and exploitation of inmates.

According to the World Health Organization (WHO), "cruel and unusual punishment" can include any practice or treatment that is expressly prohibited by law, regardless of whether it is inflicted intentionally or not. The concept of "reasonable suspicion" was also introduced to justify the detention of individuals suspected of committing crimes. This concept has been the subject of ongoing debate and judicial review.

In conclusion, the expansion of private detention facilities and the privatization of prisons have raised important ethical and legal questions about the balance between public safety and individual rights. The quest for efficient and effective correctional services must be accompanied by a commitment to ensure that those services do not infringe upon the fundamental rights and dignity of individuals. The principles of human rights, as articulated in international and national legal frameworks, provide a critical basis for assessing the legality and ethical implications of private detention and prison privatization.
Margaret Thatcher famously pressed for a privatization of (the aptly named) British Petroleum Company through a "public" offering of five percent of the company stock to private investors, and total divestment followed thereafter.192 British Petroleum is an ironic exemplar of privatization for it makes plain how intertwined "private" markets and "public" sovereigns are, as "nationalization"—nationalization and privatization—go back and forth. Public investments have been essential to British Petroleum's success, as Britain and that corporation ventured across the globe. During the first quarter of the century, the British Government negotiated for the company to obtain exclusive rights to oil in what was then Persia.102 The result, called the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company, joined in a colonializing competition (and occasionally in alliance) with Royal Dutch Shell and with Standard Oil, based in the United States.103 Iran's nationalization of its oil industry in the early 1950s ended that structure, replaced by the entity called the British Petroleum Company, which Thatcher privatized and which now goes under the name BP. The company reciprocated by pouring resources into United Kingdom programs, such as helping to finance both a major expansion of a venerable English museum by augmenting "The Date" with "Time Modern." The name of the inaugural show, Re-Presenting Britain 1500–2000,104 could be read as referencing the mutual entrenchment of the public and the private in Britain's persons.

Thatcher became the "poster" prime minister for government withdrawal from enterprises it had owned—an experience replicated in other European countries. Given that the United States did not have commercial enterprises to divest, its version of privatization entails shifting activities (such as incarceration, courts, education, the maintenance of roads, social benefit programs, and pensions) that during the nineteenth or twentieth century had become duties of local, state, or federal governments to private providers, paid in whole or part from public funds,106 while maintaining (or not) various degrees of control over policy and implementation.106

As the BP example illustrates, the interaction between the public and the private can be nuanced, as is the relationship between privatization and the state. An alternative verbiage, "re-privatization," recognizes that some activities, once private, can become public and then return to the private sector.109 "Denationalization" is another term, and one Thatcher reportedly thought had unappealing connotations.109 Yet privatization can entail denationalization when enterprises are turned over to foreign investors or overseas. Israel's private prison had foreign investors. Similarly, the investment arm of Kuwait tried to buy British Petroleum but was blocked, and a proposal to privatize port services in the United States was derailed when the purchasers were revealed to come from Dubai.109

The ability of private entrepreneurs to affect public agendas is a related concern. For example, private providers of prisons have successfully expanded their market, diversified the forms of supervision offered, and lobbied for more detention. England, a "global leader,"110 initially contracted to have a private provider build one prison; thereafter England turned to the private market for management and ownership of existing prisons and for services before and after sentencing.111 In the United States, the 1980s mark the emergence of the Corrections Corporation of America (CCA) and the Wackenhut Corrections Corporation, a division of a global security firm that, in 2003, became the GEO Group. Within the decade, the two controlled 75 percent of the private prison market in the United States.112 In terms of numbers, as of 2011, private prisons detained a small but growing fraction of the population—about 8 percent (more than 125,000 people) of those incarcerated prisons in the country.113

By then, the GEO Group described itself as the "world's leading diversified provider in privatized correctional, detention, and treatment services" offering prisons, detention of juveniles and immigrants, private probation, residential treatment, psychiatric facilities, and electronic monitoring under a "Contemporary Care model" for its "customers worldwide."114 GEO illustrates how privatization and globalization are connected; the result of its transnational business in 2011 was an income exceeding $1.6 billion, a "27 percent" increase over the prior year's earnings.115 Yet that growth "unfortunately . . . fell short" of the company's goals; a letter to shareholders explained that an "unprecedented political and legal realignment in California of low security offenders from the state down to the counties . . . [had] resulted in the
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private actors. Further, privatizing activities could lift budget burdens to enable state provision of more or different services. Moreover, in various eras, governments have permitted employees to make profits by funding their work through direct charges to recipients/customers rather than by salaries, and sometimes that direct economic relationship prompted providers to be solicitous of the customer-citizens.132

Another set of debates centers on whether a company whose raison d’être is profit seeking alters the nature of or the demand for the services provided and whether pricing options for recipients creates distributive injustices—all of which economists might style negative externalities. The Israeli Supreme Court decision objected to the existence of a market in prisons. Commodification, the justices [with one directly invoking Kant133] reasoned, engendered an “attitude of disrespect”134 that reduced prisoners’ personhood. Detention could not permissibly be “motivated by economic considerations of profit and loss”135 because authorizing a private corporation to “keep human beings behind bars while making a financial profit from their imprisonment” was an affront to inmates’ dignity.136

Enabling some recipients to get better services by permitting shopping is a discrete egalitarian concern. Privatizations can function as a neo-liberal attack on collective action by ceding power to entities that, through differential pricing and access, diminish the wellfare and redistributive aspects of state-provided services.127 Michel Sandel opened his book What Money Can’t Buy with an example of a California prison offering nonviolent offenders a “prison cell upgrade: $82 per night” to have a quiet cell.128 The Sandler decision offered parallel distribution arguments against private policing as undercutting the state obligation to ensure that all of its population be equally protected.129

Courts offer another template in which to explore the various forms that privatizations take, their impact on policy agendas, and their effect on the images of and expectations about government actors. “Private” disputes are the largest component of many jurisdictions’ dockets, as millions of people in conflict come to court for “public” dispute resolution.130 Litigants with resources invest vast sums in lawyers who argue to judges about law’s meaning.131 In some jurisdictions, constitutional obligations of
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open courts and norms of equality have endowed less-resourced litigants with state subsidies (such as “public defenders” for indigent criminal defendants, waivers of filing or transcript fees, and civil legal aid) and produced a sprawling multi-century debate about how to allocate and ration legal and judicial services.

As with prisons, efforts are also underway to convert certain court functions into a service-for-hire and to cut back on state subsidies. During earlier eras, courts “jealously” guarded their “monopoly” on dispute resolution and ruled that the divestiture of jurisdiction was against “public policy.”122 Illustrative was the common law doctrine making unenforceable contracts that pre-committed parties to using arbitration if disputes arose. Moreover, encouraging private conciliation was outside the charter of publicly-commissioned jurists.

Today, in contrast, jurisdictions such as the United States enforce obligations to arbitrate, even over protests that they are borne of unfair advantages imposing unburdened-for-terms.123 Statutes authorize paid, private decision makers (“rent-a-judge”) to enter binding, enforceable judgments.124 Many countries embrace “alternative dispute resolution” (ADR), as illustrated by Europe’s 2008 directive insisting that its member states develop mediation programs for cross-border disputes—arguably undermining rights to a fair hearing protected by the European Convention on Human Rights.125

Various and diverse arguments are made on behalf of the uncoupling of adjudication from the state.126 One account is that ADR is a second-best response to systemic overload, produced because governments cannot support all those who seek to use their courts. Another analysis stresses both the immediate dollar costs of the public processes and the effects, said to chill productive economic and social exchanges. The claims are that alternative forms of resolution are more accurate, less expensive, more generative, and more congenial. Advocacy for privatization is sometimes linked to movements around restorative justice and community empowerment that are critical of the adversarialism produced by complex procedures, lawyer dependency, and public conflicts. Other support comes from “repeat player” defendants (both public and private) who found the glare of open courts disruptive to business practices and to governance policies and successfully reshaped rules to confer access.127
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In both the United States and the United Kingdom, privatization has reformed activities inside courthouses by diminishing occasions for public observation of and involvement in adjudication. Many judges work in conference rooms outside public view and function as managers of disputes.128 The idea of what a judge does has changed. Mediation and conciliation, which were once normatively “extra-judicial,” have been reassigned to judges, instructed to settle disputes, oftentimes without public access either to process or result.129 By 2011, the government of the United Kingdom (which had been a global leader in facilitating “path to justice” through legal aid and administrative tribunals)130 decreed too much “unnecessary litigation,” pressed disputants to mediate and settle, dramatically cut legal assistance, and adopted a policy aiming for civil litigants to internalize the costs of litigation (aside from the courthouse infrastructure expenses) under a fee-for-service model.131 Rates of trials have declined on both sides of the Atlantic. By 2010, in the federal courts in the United States, trials began in only two of a hundred civil cases filed—described by the moniker of the “vanishing trial.”132

In short, from policing, prosecution, and punishment to civil litigation, ideas about what various government officials do have been built, reformed, and are now under revision again. Whether it was ever “credible to talk as though the state monopolizes the functions of maintaining order, enforcing criminal law, and imposing civil liabilities, it is not so today.”133 Privatization of what during the twentieth century became a “public” function of dispute resolution—both civil and criminal—is hence a global phenomenon that limits structured, public interactions between citizen and state, even as the agnot of state power (pace Foucault) can expand. In addition to affecting the nature of the work that public officials do and their agendas, privatizations can be, but are not inherently, a means of eluding public regulation. The degree of oversight is contingent, as terms such as “outsourcing,” “devolving,” and “delegating” suggest. While the “private” sometimes marks an arena beyond the reach of the state, some privatizations are partial—such as outsourcing infrastructure but maintaining operational control, or operating the infrastructure and delegating service management. At times, privatization can enhance the capacity and authority of government.
Thatcher's privatization included the creation of new regulatory agencies. The European Union's reliance on private bodies to set standards is cited as a mechanism to generate cohesion by overcoming member state differences. Health care debates in the United States suggest a variety of models—the government is a bill payer for citizens receiving health care from private providers, a shopper on behalf of consumers and thereby altering market options, or a direct provider of services. In private prisons, owners and staff of such facilities are private contractors, while the prisoners, detained at the behest of the state, are generally supported by the public fisc, supplemented in some jurisdictions by fines and other charges levied directly against inmates.

Israel's 2003 prison legislation, struck down by its Supreme Court, offered another option. The statute "improved" on the "English model" by requiring that private employees and owners use the same procedures to search and discipline inmates and be subjected to the same legal standards as the government. The state maintained the power to appoint staff, to control allocation of prisoners, to monitor the site, and to revoke the contract. And, in addition to ex post regulation, legal systems could impose ex ante constraints (a "public law of privatization") to require that governments contemplating privatizing functions give detailed disclosures of the options and costs and grant rights of participation in decision-making to citizens.

Thus, the degree of public oversight depends on how a transfer is structured, how much discretion inheres in the services, and on what accountability mechanisms are put into place. As one expert told the Israeli Supreme Court, under the Human Rights Act (HRA) adopted in the United Kingdom, "any person . . . whose functions are functions of a public nature" must be consistent with HRA; moreover, the HRA determined that prisons were public functions, whoever ran them. He further opined that the European Court of Human Rights had "established that the fundamental rights protected in the Convention" were "enforceable against ostensibly private bodies" when the "state has retained a high level of responsibility for their regulation." Moreover, "public activity ought not be assumed to ensure obligatory transparency, disclosure, and regulation, as the example of judge-based dispute settlement illustrates. At a more general level, many constitutional polities impose variable levels of constraints on executive and legislative branch action, and sovereign immunity may shield governments from forms of liability to which private actors can be subjected." A particular legal system can—as the Israeli legislation at issue in the private prison case exemplifies—impose the same liability on private actors as public actors. Conversely, as the Supreme Court of the United States concluded in the context of private prisons, private officials and employers need not be liable for violations of rights that federal government actors might be. Indeed, contemporary American legal developments demonstrate the de-constitutionalization of prisons, as judgments increasingly leave decision-making to the discretion of prison authorities, both public and private.

I turn now from the varied landscape of privatizations to more about the justifications. Enthusiasts generally make claims about utilities. The state is faulted as a failed manager that is too bureaucratic, inflexible, and insufficiently expert to ensure quality across a range of domains. Competition is the antidote, generating efficiencies through creating more options and different formats for the provision of services. A managerial literature further argues the structural advantages of private markets because of a presumed enhanced capacity to monitor agents' loyalty in pursuing the objectives of their principals.

As for privatizations' successes, empirical claims are proffered about services, oversight, resource production, and profit. For example, improving efficiencies depends in part on the ability of new providers to access particular markets and thereby generate accountability through competition. But some markets may be difficult to enter; prisons, for example, require large capital investments, and that market has not, thus
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far, been populated by an array of providers. Further, the debate about the impact of privatization of prisons illustrates the challenges of assessing competing claims about comparative efficiencies. Some argue that private facilities are equal or better to or than state facilities in terms of conditions and costs. Others believe that few dollar reductions per prisoner exist and worry that the savings, if any, derive from compromises on safety and programs. Also raised is a different kind of cost—that delegation to the private sector undermines the legitimacy of state sanctions. Debates about privatization courts entail another metric—about whether requiring disputants to use arbitration and other forms of ADR is less expensive and more generative of successful resolutions.

5. The constitutionalization of privatization

Courts have received few direct challenges to privatizations, and the Israeli Supreme Court “assumed that there is no constitutional impetus to privatization of the vast majority of services provided by the state.” As for private prisons, the small number of judicial discussions aside from Israel have generally upheld the practice. As one United States appellate judge opined, a prisoner had only a “legally protected interest in the conduct of his keeper, [and] not in the keeper’s identity.” Thus, if measured against a transnational constitutional norm on either the meta-claim of privatization or the particular instantiation of private incarceration, Israel’s legislation creating a private prison would have been upheld.

After its worldwide sweep, however, the Israeli court read its own Basic Law on Human Dignity and Liberty to license judicial review and to invalidate the statute. To do so, the justices analyzed the state’s guarantee of fundamental human rights that permitted violations if “benefitting the values of the State of Israel, enacted for a proper purpose, and to an extent no greater than is required”—a test that invited a proportionality analysis.

The ruling did not turn on an empirical inquiry into whether public prisons were functioning well or—as expert commentators have argued—whether private prisons were better than the baseline provided by the public sector. Indeed, a concurring justice assumed that even if private prisons improved the experience of confinement over that in the public sector, privatization was illegal because private providers inherently harmed inmates’ human rights more than public providers did. Further, the lone dissenting justice described prison conditions as “chilling”; overcrowding had produced a lack of space, sanitation, ventilation, medical care, and programs that resulted in violations of “basic rights of persons” as a “matter of course.”

The Israeli court’s decision rested instead on another kind of empirical insight—that the state’s decision to punish is not complete at sentencing but continues when staff make decisions about whom to search, how to classify, and whether to impose administrative segregation. Thus, distinct from the scholarly claim that
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privatization undermines the social legitimacy of punishment, the court’s focus was on the lawfulness of private actors continually making punishment decisions at the state’s behest.

Some might therefore have concluded that the uncontrollability of those many discretionary judgments rendered the agency/principal relationship inevitably incomplete. The court did not, however, embark on an analysis of agency failure but instead (with citations to Rousseau and Locke) that creating the agency relationship itself breached the social contract. Giving private enterprise state activities limiting personal liberty resulted in a “violation of the constitutional right to personal liberty beyond the violation that arises from the imprisonment itself.” Because custodial detention “necessarily involves[] a serious violation of human rights,” only state agents could do so.

What kind of constitutional right did the Israeli Supreme Court establish? Given that the decision’s predicate was the irrelevancy of quality differences in conditions at public and private prisons, the right does not sound in the equality and distributive concerns that laced Indin’s Simlar decision on private police. Further, given that the legislature had retained control to inspect, terminate, and impose rules on the prison, the right is not predicted on due process guarantees against arbitrary decisions. Moreover, by tying its holding to the personal entitlements of detainees, the court did not elaborate a collective commitment to liberty that required parity by a polity in its punishment through avoiding creating incentives for private enterprises to profit by seeking increasing numbers of detention beds. Instead, the court reasoned that detainees had the right to have the state itself furnish directly the unique service of depriving people of their liberty and dignity. To borrow an Arendtian formulation, the right to have rights becomes a right to have only the state take away those rights.

The dissenter disagreed with what he described as the insistence that the “social right” of protecting the dignity of the incarcerated could only be accomplished by the public sector. He argued that the majority was misguided because, while the state had a “central role” in realizing that protection, private as well as public providers could supply “the right to proper prison conditions,” and the private sector might well do so better than the public sector. His understanding that providing adequate conditions to prisoners has “aspects of a social right” reflects the wellfaring aspects of rights (run by public or private actors), which house and support those involuntarily confined.

State-funded dispute resolution—courts—can also be classified as a social right (as well as a political and a civil right, if choosing to use TH. Marshall’s terms577) because courts distribute conflict resolution opportunities and today must do so in a manner respectful of the dignity and equality of the participants. Further, as discussed above, states have come to subsidize both the infrastructures and some of the users, not only to respond to their needs but also to legitimate courts by enhancing their capacity to enforce laws and provide for the security of economic and interpersonal relationships. Moreover, both national regulations and international conventions now organize these functions through imposing requirements such as dignified treatment for detainees, and public hearings before independent and impartial judges for disputants.578 The Indian Supreme Court’s 2011 decision—that citizens had rights to “appropriately trained . . . and properly equipped” state-provided police—adds policing to the list of activities governments have come to supply as a matter of course.579

Naming the provisioning by states of police, courts, and prisons as social rights opens up that characterization beyond the strictures of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), focused on state obligations to respect, protect, and ensure that their populations have housing, education, a means of a livelihood, social security, and health.580 Once the rights to security and dispute resolution, implemented through police, courts, and prisons, are put into this mix, even constitutions (such as the United States’s) said to be devoid of wellfaring obligations can be understood to have distributive obligations, albeit ones that neither prisoners nor defendants (criminal or civil) volunteer to use.581

Therefore, in addition to placing the Israeli Supreme Court ruling under the rubric of personal entitlements, it belongs within the category of the structural. The Israeli Supreme Court did what it had claimed to have avoided; it identified a facet of the “hard core” of sovereign powers that can neither be transferred nor delegated.582 The Indian Supreme Court expressly acknowledged that it had done so, concluding
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577 Academic Forum, supra note 14, ¶ 13 (Beitnach); ¶ 2 (Asbel); ¶ 1 (Bilin); ¶ 12 (Provocest); ¶ 1, 12 (Haifa); ¶ 19 (Neto); ¶ 12, 13 (Levy).

578 Id., ¶ 31 (Beitnach).

579 Id., ¶ 10 (Beitnach).

580 Dovovich, supra note 48, at 515-518.

581 Under Israel’s Basic Law, dignity is not absolute; infringements are permissible under a proportionality

582 Under Israel’s Basic Law, dignity is not absolute; infringements are permissible under a proportionality

583 See, e.g., ICCPR, supra note 75, art. 9(3); Basic Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary, Seventh United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders, Milan, Aug. 26–

584 See, e.g., ICCPR, supra note 75, art. 9(3); Basic Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary, Seventh United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders, Milan, Aug. 26–

585 See, e.g., ICCPR, supra note 75, art. 9(3); Basic Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary, Seventh United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders, Milan, Aug. 26–

586 See, e.g., ICCPR, supra note 75, art. 9(3); Basic Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary, Seventh United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders, Milan, Aug. 26–
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577 Id., ¶ 2, 6. Further, Justice Levy wrote, because the prison was not yet in operation, the judgment was premature.


579 See, e.g., ICCPR, supra note 75, art. 9(3); Basic Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary, Seventh United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders, Milan, Aug. 26–

580 See, e.g., ICCPR, supra note 75, art. 9(3); Basic Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary, Seventh United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders, Milan, Aug. 26–
that policing could not be "dvised or discharged through the creation of temporary cadres with varying degrees of state control." Both court-based anti-privatization rights therefore fit within what I called "statization"—the need for polities to create themselves through institutional services entailing relationships between citizen and state that produce identity for both.

Further, these two holdings make actions obligatory not only for the state but also for its citizens, who must reciprocate. The Israeli Supreme Court focused on the unique authority of the state to violate liberty and dignity rights. It could also have also explained that detainees and prisoners are obliged particularly to the state rather than to corporate entities to obey police commands and to take the punishment meted out. The interaction (even under conditions such as supermax, isolating prisoners from other humans) requires the state to internalize the punitive tasks and individuals to serve (in the literal sense) the state directly so as to make amends for transgressing collective norms.

These various exchanges could be characterized as a form of "connective justice," the term referenced at the outset for ancient Egyptian adjudication—here reemployed to describe mandates (shared by citizens and state) of compliance with behavioral norms. "Connection" today has a psychological valence that feeds into political theories imagining states in communistic, democratic, and feminist terms. Applying it to detention makes plain that connections can be complex and harsh. I use the phrase to evoke a dense set of interactions (in these contexts, among police, disputants, judges, government officials, and detainees) in the immediate instance and, when done in public or made transparent, enabling debates about governing norms. On this account, anti-privatization rights become collective entitlements to state and citizen identity (as distinct from the legitimacy or nature of sanctions) forged through the running of institutions such as the police, courts, and prisons. Privatizations therefore not only undermine individuals' personal rights but also dilute opportunities to build affiliations within and to the state.

Scholars argue about the intelligibility of sovereignty in the twenty-first century. In the United States, political movements aim to delegitimize state capacities and disable its well-farirst capitalists, whereas in Europe, the risk of the failure of its ambitions haunts contemporary exchanges. My view is not that the state sovereignty will rapidly disappear; indeed, forms of nationalism, some of them virulent, are resurgent. More positively, constitutional democratic states have been bases for elaboration of new forms of rights that, only in the last decades, embrace all persons. Thus, the energy devoted to exploring the phenomenology of privatization and globalization needs to be coupled with efforts to build the content of constitutional sovereignty so as to limit its xenophobia and to render it both legible and generative.

The history and practices of policing, courts, and prisons, set forth above, offers insights into some of the attributes that make state-based services recognizable, entrenched, and durable. All three serve the state, while being useful to individuals and to enterprises, made more secure in their persons and transactions through state control. All three create opportunities for encounters that forge identities, both collective and individual (e.g., suspect or victim, litigant, detainee, judge, warden, cop). In closing, I explore a few aspects of constitutional regimes that oblige citizen-state engagements other than police stops, court filings, and serving prison sentences. Some are specific to a given polity and others are found in many constitutions, enabling transnational exchanges about their content.

Obvious examples come from constitutions imposing duties by specifying state provision of what have become standard-bearers in social rights discourse—such as education, health care, and social security—that are given institutional form through public schools, hospitals, health care services, and administrative offices and that turn individuals into students, patients, and recipients. In some jurisdictions, these services have become fixtures of the state ("The National Health" is the shorthand in England) that enable the state to perform its own competence (or lack thereof). Today, these institutions are the subject of privatization efforts that put at risk opportunities to experience the state as providing sustenance.

Another spate of infrastructure rights are the calls in many constitutions for the provision of a "healthy environment." On occasion, those commitments are coupled with obligations to work transnationally for protection of the "global" or the "international" environment. Moving from national to global prescriptions, the ICESCR is the prominent exemplar, but other international conventions also call on states to facilitate the flourishing of their populations. One illustration is the mandate in the Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) that state parties enable women and men to be full participants in all facets of "political, social, economic, and cultural" life and to undertake, when necessary.

184 An oft-cited example is South Africa, which forged its new identity on obligations to "respect, protect, promote and fulfill the rights in the Bill of Rights" (see South Africa v. Grobbos 2001 (1) SA 46 (CC) at 72. See also, for instance, the Human Right Act, 2000, which grants rights to residents. These obligations are subject to judicial review that is appreciative of limited resources and reliant on application of the constitutional test of "progressive realization," South Africa v. Grobbos 2001 (1) SA 46 (CC) at 57, ¶ 13.

185 Another example, less noted, comes from amendments to the constitution of Arkansas, California, Colorado, Georgia, and Kansas authorizing states to pay pensions to recognize the service of certain civil service employees and the needs of the elderly. See Susan Streett, Saving the State: Constitutionalism and Social Spending, 1960-1990, 32 L. and Pol. Sci. 311, 350-51 (1997). One also could also group Germany’s view about state duties to protect life, which result in counseling and health services (including abortion) for pregnant women, as a kind of social right. See Siegel, The Constitutionalization of Abortion, supra note 66, see generally Kim E. Lane Scheppele, A Realpolitik Defense of Social Rights, 82 Tex. L. Rev. 1921 (2006).

"temporary measures"—forms of what is known as "affirmative action" in constitutive parlance in the United States and "positive discrimination" in Europe—to achieve these goals.188

Mechanisms for generating identity and relationships can also come through duties imposed by government on citizens. Compulsory voting offers one template, Australia, along with some twenty other countries, mandates that its citizens come to the polls and register to vote.189 The Australian rule is statutory, complemented by a constitutive overlay that the franchise, as a matter of structure ("we, the people"), is both a universal entitlement and a duty.190 If public employees (rather than private companies) great citizens who are required to vote regularly, the activity produces another opportunity to "see" the state and participate in it. Another obligation engendering relationships is service on a jury, requiring citizens to function as ad hoc judges and work together in efforts to render consensus-based judgments.191 Taxation could also be reimagined as a practice of reciprocal interactions, built through examples such as governments that post signs announcing that new construction or certain services represent "tax dollars" at work.

The more common (and complex) example is the military; the 1949 German Constitution obliged its citizens perform national service,192 and many countries have statutory counterparts, although sometimes addressed to a subset (such as the US requirement that men, but not women, register for the draft). Service to one's country is reciprocal, in that the state supplies those who do so with education, health care, and training. National service can thus be an inter-club, inter-ethnic opportunity for forming affiliations among citizens and with the state.

State-subsidized communication networks offer a different kind of opportunity that, instead of the concentrated periods of national or jury service, permit a wide array of individuals to have regular but brief contact—often in public—with government officials helping them to get private and public business done. The eighteenth-century version was the post, an early conduit for globalization that became the subject of path-breaking international treaties in the 1870s—"the Universal Postal Union." The present-day version is a specialized agency of the United Nations coordinating services worldwide.193 More than forty countries address the post and communications, either to allocate authority in federations between state and national governments or to protect the confidentiality of the exchanges.194 Yet, like the anti-privatization right, postal services are rarely the subject of constitutional decisions or even of political theory.195 But the founders of many countries saw communication networks as central. Illustrative is the Constitution of the United States, which authorized the national Congress to "establish Post Office and post Roads."196 The Post Office Act of 1792 and many statutes thereafter, Congress expanded the system that Benjamin Franklin had helped to originate to the Constitution. The nation-building function was plain; James Madison extolled the post as a vehicle for unencumbered and subsidized newspaper circulation that would (he hoped) promote "public opinion."197 Centuries later, Congress codified that purpose as it also acknowledged the links to commerce. The 1958 Postal Policy Act explained that its subsidy was "to unite more closely the American people, to promote the general welfare, and to advance the national economy."198 The mandate in the 1970 Postal Reorganization Act called for the provision of "postal services to bind the Nation together through the personal, educational, literary, and business correspondence of the people," rendered through "postal services to all communities."199

For some two hundred years, the federal government funded post office buildings that served as meeting places in hamlets across the country, created employment opportunities for postmasters (and eventually postalmistresses) and clerical staff, invented home delivery services, and subsidized the exchange of information through special rates for certain forms of publication. After the Civil War, the federal government paid for major construction projects outside Washington, DC. These "United States Post Office

---


191 Both state and federal constitutions guarantee rights to jury trials. In contrast, § 125 of the Spanish Constitution permits citizens to "take part in the administration of Justice through the institution of the justice." See Mar Jesuino-Balbas, Jury Selection and Jury Trial in Spain: Between Theory and Practice, 86 Ctr. L. Rev. 855 (2011), Proposals for a "Deliberation Day" in which citizens are to come together to discuss policies is another example of institution building. See Brice ASKERMAN & James Faust, Deliberation Day (2004).


194 See Teryt Concerning the Formation of a General Postal Union, Oct. 9, 1874, 19 Stat. 577, as amended by the Universal Postal Union, Bns. 31, 1885, 25 Stat. 1339; http://www.unpce.net; see also Horace Green Freeman, International Administrative Law: A Functional Approach to Peace, 57 YALE L.J. 987, 978 (1947). Freeman described the Universal Postal Union as "the first international body whose permanent bureau has more than the power to gather information. It was assigned executive functions in clearing accounts, and was charged with offering opinions on disputes between members.


196 In 2009, the Brazilian Supreme Tribunal responded to a delinquent action seeking to hold invalid a law that had been enacted before the constitution of 1988 and that provided a state monopoly over certain forms of mail. Although discussing the role of the post as a public service and not only an economic activity, the statute, with Justice Barros highlighting that it maintained postal service in producing national opinion. See S.T.E., ADMP 46/DF Relation: Min. Free Genu, 8-5-2009, http://redacifius.lsaq.fr/paginad pdf/paginador.php?doc=AC1&ced=688504. The option, issued in August 2009, was published February 26, 2010.

197 U.S. Govt. art. 1, § 8, cl. 7.


and Court House" combinations generated a "federal presence" in cities across the country.201 Serving as the "nation's oldest and largest public business,"202 the post was sustained through legislation awarding it a monopoly on government mailing and, in recent decades, expressly obliging it to provide "universal service in all parts of the country."203 Almost everyone "in every corner of the country" is able to send "at reasonable cost and with reasonable effort" letters and documents that will be delivered "within a reasonable period of time and almost complete security."204 As of 2008, more than 200 billion items moved annually in the federal postal system.205

The universal service obligation is an ambition and a burden. Further, the United States Postal System operated under limits on the kinds of auxiliary services it can provide, and it has expensive obligations to current and past workforce members. The current economic challenges put the longevity of the United States Postal System into question. (As of this writing, post office defaults on pension benefits owed loomed.) Thus, the role of government as the conduit for uncensored and subsidized exchanges is lessening. In 2009, 13,000 fewer post offices existed than had in 1951, with more cutbacks underway.206 Even as the Postal Service was held by the Supreme Court to be inapplicable to the United States for purposes of antitrust laws,207 some commentarians described its as in a "death spiral," explained as caused by a mix of technology and private providers.208

The collapse of government postal services undercuts the distributive and communal impact provided by the public sector. Those who argue for cutting national subsidies for the Post Office do not couple those proposals with demands for government support to make the internet accessible to everyone. Further, even as protests from rural communities and postal workers' unions stemmed some cutbacks, the face of the government through its post offices is fading. The United States relocated "post offices" by opening up stalls selling stamps inside malls and other commercial enterprises.209 And to the extent the encounter is virtual, users now Google "USPS.com," rather than "USPS.gov."210

Connectivity is definitional of globalization, and pillars of the private sector—Facebook, Google, and FedEx, inter alia—have become famous for providing networks generating identities and profits for those institutions. Many people do not need the state to communicate with each other. But some people need the subsidy. And the state needs people to turn to—it goes as a resource that, under constitutions consistent on equality and dignity, is a redistributive universal provider of some services.

The post is a mix of public and private joint ventures that, like civil and criminal justice services, force interactions that can redound to the benefit of state and individual. The beneficiaries are not one generation nor focused on a single identifiable group. Moreover, in centuries past, implementation of constitutional guarantees for an unstructured post created new institutions—post offices in every hamlet stood alongside police, courts, and prisons as embodiments of daily state-provided services in which diverse people shared space, practices, and role-obligations. And many of those transactions took place (per Bentham’s injunctions) in venues open to the public.

These institutions require state resources but are not independent of the form (capitalist, socialist, and communist) that a country’s economic system takes. All offer opportunities for the state to work with its citizens. If not completely outsourced, all enable the state to be understood, seen, experienced, engaged, criticized, and reformed. These institutions are the product of constitutional imagination, shaping icons of sovereignty when monarchies fell. And the public identities of police, courts, prisons, and of the gentler postal services, are all tottering.

The vulnerabilities of the public post system, like the shift to private policing, the de-clining public nature of courts, and profit-seeking prisons, undercut a progressive narrative from statism to constitutionalism installing durable criteria of government legitimacy and insisting on accountability and egalitarian treatment that is insistently redistributive. When celebrating a decade of 1-CON, the forward-looking constitutional questions are what institutions (old and new) will, in the decades to come, mark the utilities, commitments, and generativity of democratic states.

203 Id. at 751 (citing 39 U.S.C. §§ 101, 403).
205 AUSTIN C. Flux, POSTAL SERVICE 3 (2008).
206 Id.
207 AUSTIN C. Flux, POSTAL SERVICE 3 (2008).
208 AUSTIN C. Flux, POSTAL SERVICE 3 (2008).
210 AUSTIN C. Flux, POSTAL SERVICE 3 (2008).
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